
  

UNTTED STATES DISTRICT COURT . os 
FOR ‘HE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

\ 
wi? kk 

CARL L. STERN _ 7 8. SEP Br 873 

~~ o + PlaintifEe’ we se a pave, Chak 
AMES FP. DAVE 

Vv. * Civil Action No. 179-73 

ELLIOT L. RICHARDSON ; * 
Attorney General of the 
United States * 

Defendant * 

MEMORANDUM OPINION 

This is an actiot under the Freedom of Informatioa Act 

(Act). 5 U.S.C. § 552. The plaintifé, a professional broadcast 

journalist, has sued the Attorney General of the United States 

and seeks equitable relief in the form of compelled disclosure 

of several documents relating to a program instituted by a 

bureau of the Department of Justice, the Federal Bureau of 

Investigation (FBL). The documents relate to a counter-intel- 

ligence program of the FBI entitled "Cointelpro-New Left" 

(Cointelpro). 

Specifically requested by the plaintiff were any 

documents which (a) authorized the establishment and maintenance 

of the Cointelpro program: (b) terminated such program; and (c) 

ordered or authorized any change in the purpose, nature or 

i/ . scope of the program.— ‘the Justice Department admitted to the 

existence of such a program but refused to release the material, 

The Court, following the recommended procedure, conducted an 

U Viaincice satisfactorily complied with the administrative 
orequisites of the Act having Formally reqtiested and been 
denied disclosure. 

2/ Complaint For Injunective Relick, 4 5; admitted by defendant ‘ 
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in Answer, 4 5: 
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Environment: 

Soucie v. David, 448 F.2d 1067 (D.C.Cix. 1971); Bristol-Meyers v. 
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3/ 
ection of the requested documents jn camera. See e.g. 

  

ancy v. Mink, 410 U.S. 72 (1973); 

‘The. government urged the Court to refrain from an in camera 
insnection pending a decision by the Court of Appeats | in 
Weisberg v. U. S. Department of Justice, No. 71-1026, 
recently re- argued en bane. One of ‘the arguments presented to 

the full court was that the original appellate ruling 
improperly ordered the lower court to conduct an in camera 

review of the speetrographic analyses compiled by the FBI, 
and maintained in their files, in coynegtion with their 
investiz gation of the ass sassinatiort of President Kennedy. The 
soverrment's position, as gleaned from their petition for 

rehearing en banc, is that the seventh exception to mandatory 
disclosure under the Act, relating agency “investigatory files 
compiled for law enforcement purpuses," represents a blanket 
exemption and as such, despite the Act's requirement that the 
district court made a de novo review of the questioned 
material to determine whether or not the agency is justified 
in refustug disclosure, in camera inspection is unwarranted 
and inappropriate. Reliance is principally placed upon the 

recent Supreme Court ruling in Ravironmental Protection 

Ageucy v. Mink, 410 U.S. 73, (1973) wrerest Lt was held that 

under the Act's first exemption, 5 U.S.C, 552 (b) C1) 
covering matters "specifically required by Executive ordar to 
be kept secret in the interest of national defense or foreign 
policy," there was no room for in camera inspection once the 
Executive has ordered that docunents be kept secret. The 

Court, however, which considered the-Act in the context of 
material relating to the adviscability of nuclear testing, 
not categorically reject in camera inspection as the proper 

practice where exemption 5 [inter or intra agency menoxranda | 

is claimed to be applicable. Indeed, the Court plainly 
indicated that in camera review was the advisable course when 
the government has “initially failed to meet its burden, as it 
must under subsection (a) (3) of Section 552. ‘This Court does 
not read Mink as automatically precluding an in camera — 
analyses of material allegedly immune from disclosure under 
exemptions other than (b)(1). Although the en banc ruling in 
Weisberg may resolve any such question, in view of the 
expeditious treatment these cases are statutorily entitled to, 
this Court decided against holding in abeyance, pending a 
Neisberg ruling, a resolution of the motion for an in camera 
inspection. 

  

  

did 

  

  

Nor has the government satisfied this Court, by means of 
affidavit or otherwise, that the documents clearly Eall with- 
in any of the three exemptions relied upon by the government. 
The nature of the material is in ebvious dispute, necessitating 
the fin can Luspection. See Vaupho Vv. Rosen, D.C. Cir 
August 20, 1973, Slip Opinion at © 10 n. 16. 
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E.T.C., 424 ¥.20 935 (.C.Cir. 1970). ‘ 

The government moved the Court For an order, pursuant 

to Ruba U2cbj C1) and (6) ef ihe Fedexel Ruihes of Civil *vacedure, 

dismissing the complaint, or, in the alternative, to grant 

summary judgment in its favor pursuant to Rule 56. The 

plaintiff cross moved for summary judgment. 

Defendant resists disclosure of the requested documents 

and reliés. upon: the exemptions to disclosure found within 
? 

. §§ 552 (b)(2), (bys) and (b)(7) of the Act. ‘the (b) (2) 

excinp tion provides that material “related solely to the internal 

personnel rules and practices of an agency" need not be 

disclosed: subsection (b) (5) exempts "inter-agency or intra- 

agency memorandums or letters which would not be available by 

law. to a party other than an agency in litigation with the 

agency"; and (b)(7) is addressed to "investigatory files compiled 

for law enforcement. purposes except to the extent available by 

law to a party other than an agency." 

Having reviewed the in camera submissions, and upon 

consideration of the pleadings and memoranda filed, the Court 

finds that the documents to which access is soughe fall outside 

‘the protection of the above exemptions and, therefore, are not 

immune from disclosure. Accordingly, the Court denies the 

defendant's motions and grants and cnters summary judgment in 

favor of the plaintiff. 

The Court notes preliminary that the Act is clear in its 

requirement that the reviewing court make a de novo 

determination, and that the withholding agency is encumbered with 

the burden of justifying its refusal to diseb¥se the requested 

material. 5 U.S.C. § 552 (a)(3): Furthermore, the case law 
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makes it abundantly clear that the policy underlying in all 

respects favors disclosure. “Without ques tion, the Act is 

broadly conecived.- It seeks to permit ‘access to official 

information long shielded unnecessarily from public view and 

attempts to create a judicially enforceable right to secure suck 

infomation from possibly unwilling hands." Environmental 

Protection Agency v. Mink, supra at 80. See e.g. Geltinan v. 

N.L.R.B., 450 F.2d 670, 672 (D.C.Cir. 1971); Bristol “Meyers v. 

“-FVT.C., supra. As Chicf Judge Razelon has counseled:’ 

“rhe touchstone of any proceedings under 

the Act must be the clear legislative intent 

to assure public access to all governmental 

‘xecords whose disclosure would not significantly 

harm specific governmental interest. ‘the policy 

: ' of the Act requires that the disclosure 

requirement be construed broadly, the exemptions 
4/ 

narrowly." Soucie v. David, supra at 1080. 
  

5 The strength cf the government's defense~ rests upon an 

4/ The Court there held that, save exceptional circumstances, 
the reviewing court is precluded from denying’ access based 
upon general equitable considerations. ‘The government can 
meet its burden only by establishing that a statutorily 
created exemption is applicable. Deference to administrative 
findings is rejected by the Act's mandate for a de novo trial 
at the District Court level. "Lt would not be more clear, 
therefore, that Congress sought to make certain that che 
oridinary principle of judicial deference to agency 
discretion was discarded under this Act. imvi.rormental, 
Protection Agency v. Mink, concurring opinion of Justice 
Brennan, 410 U.S. at 104. 

5/ As is common in many Freedom of Information Act matters, the 
plaintiCl has nok offered any proof substantiating his 
position. Since plaintif£ has been deniad aceess, Lt is 
almost impossible to make a meaningful chtracterization of 
the material sought, thus leaving him to argue general 
principles. faughn ve. Rosen, supra at 8, 
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affidavit exccuted by Special Agent James L. Williawson, of the 

FBI, in which he concluded that the documents fall within the 

‘three previourly weationed oncuptlous and that disclosure of 

their contents would deleteriously affect the effective function- 

ing of the Bureau. The Court necd not and, after examining the 

material, doés not accept those conclusions. 

The (b) (2) Exemption: 

Matters .-. ..related solely to the 

r . 

internal personel rules and practices 

nm agency t 

& © 

The government contends that the requested material 

includes instructions related to Bureau investigative operation 

and as such represents internal procedures, the disclosure of 

which would thereafter seriously threaten "the effectiveness of 

the operation of the FBI . . . to the detriment of the efficient 

operation of the organization." £ most thorough and helpful 

analysis of this exemption is containcd in Nawkes v. Internal 

Revenue Service, 467 F.2d 787 (6th Cir. 1972), in which the 

(b)(2) exception to the Act was narrowly defined and limited. 

The Court noted the wide discrepancy between the louse and 

Senate interpretations of the exceptions, as evidenced in their 

respective Reports .~ The Hawkes Court adopted the Senate 

version, confining the exception. to “emp Loyee-enployer type 

6/ Affidavit of James L. Williamson, Special Agent, Federal 
Bureau of Investigation, sworn to on May 10, 1973, ¥ 4. 

7/ Sen. Rep. Ko. 813, 89th Cong. Ist Sess. (1965); IL.R. Rep.’ 
No. 1497, 89th Cong. (2d Sess). 

’ of of ae  
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8/ 
concerns upon which the Senate Report focused.'’ ‘his rationale 

| was subsequently adopted in Stokes v. Brennan, Ho. 72-2946 

(Sth Cir. April 13, 1973) and, as the citations included in 

~ that opinion indicate} has carried the weight of authority. 

2 a af 
Slip Ovinion at 8. 

The Court's in camera review and inspection leave 

little, if any, doubt: that the communications here involved 

have nothing whatsoever to do with the internal personnel rules oo 
s . 

; 2 and practices of an agency as that exception has been _—_ 

interpreted. Exemption (b) (2), therefore is: of no comfort to 

‘and affords defendant no basis to withhold the questioned 

material. 

  

ixemp tion: 

Inter-agency or intra~agency memorandums 

or letters which would not be available 

by law to a party other than an agency 

iin litigation with that agency 

The Mink Court provides the most authoritative treatment 

of this exemption, and does so principally by way of reference 

to the legislative history surrounding this subsection: 

"It was pointed out in the comments of many 

of the agencies that it would be impossible 

__ _ to have any frank discussion of legal or policy 
8/ 467 F.2d at 797, 

  

9/ ‘the House position was that (b) (2) would immunize "(o) perating rules, guidelines and manuals of procedure for government investigators ov ‘examiners .. . .! H.R. Rep. at 10 as reproduced at 467 F.2d at 796. The favored Senate view, on the other hand, construed this exemption ag applicable to matters such as the regulation of parking facilities, Lunch hours, ete. S. Rep. at 8. See also Davis, vfhe Tikormation | Act; A Preliminary Analysis, 34. U.Chi LL. Rev. 764, 786 (1967) | in which r Davis, before llawkes, drew the sane 
conclusion. ~ 
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matters in writing if all such writings 

were to be subjected to public scrutiny. 

  

Qwss argued, ond with me 4 nik efficiency 

(of Government would be greatly hampered if, 

with respect to legal and policy matters, all. . ‘ 

Government agencies were prematurely forced to 

‘operate in a fishbowl.’ The committee is 

‘convinced of the merits of this general 

proposition, but it has attentpted to delimit 

‘the exception as narrowly as consistent with 

efficient Government operation." §. Rep. No. 

813 p. 9 as reprinted in 410 U.S. at 87. 

The Court of Appeals for this Circuit has similarly ruled, in 

a case relied on by both litigants that: 

"The basis of Exemption (5), as of the 

privilege which antedated it, is the free 

and uninhibited exchange and communication 

of opinions, ideas, and points of view - a 

process as essential to the wise ‘functioning 

of a big government as it is to any organized 

human effort." Ackerly v. Ley, 420 F.2d 1336, 

1341 (D.C.Cir. 1969). 

This exemption “has been held to protect internal communications 

consisting of advice, recommendations, opinions, and other 

material reflecting deliberative or policy-making processes, but 

not purely factual or investigative reports."' Soucie v. David, 

supra at 1077. 

. ag Bae  
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Contrary Lo the assertions of the FBI Special Agent, the 
: : . ; oo. 10/ cocuments in question do not constitute such communications. 

Rov do they appear to be part of a deliberstiva poliey-makine ¥Y @py 1 T ¥ & 

process or rellect’ the candid advice or opinions contemplated 
- 

under a (b)(5) exemption. ‘ oo : 

The (b)(7) Exemption: 

Investigatory files compiled for law 

enforcement purposes except to the- 

extent available by law to_a ‘party other 

chan an ageucy 

The government maintains that since these documents are 
. 11/ contained in an "investigatory file" disclosue is not mandated. . 

This self-serving characterization, however, is not dispositive 

of the issue and does not satisfy the Court. Citing the House 

Conmittee Report, cur Court of Appeals observed in Bristcl-Hevers 

that a major purpose of the (b) (7) exemption is to prevent a 

party From gaining indirectly "any earlier or greater access to 

investigatory files than he would have directly [in such Llitiga- 

tion or proceeding, ]"” and in that context held that non- 

disclosure may only be justified if "the prospect of enforcement 

proceedings is concrete enough to bring into operation the 

exemption for investigatory files . . . ." 424 F.2d at 939, The 

Senate Committee Report viewed this exemption as necessary to 
, : 12/ prevent the Government's case in Court from being weakened 

16/7” Williamson affidavit, 4 5, 

1i/ Williamson affidavit, 4 6. 

12/) Sen. Rep. Ho. 813, 89th Cong, Ist Sess at 9. 

. ¥ 
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Indeed, the documents themselves nowhere indicate any relationship 

“FBI which established Cointelpro and described its purpose and 
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‘The government has not demonstrated that the requested 

documents, which are couched in broad gencralities, relate. to 

Any olyso. uy Luvostigation ox chat disctosuve would jeopardize any 

future law enforcement proceedings. |The name alone sugeests the’ 

purpose of the program as being one of counter-intelligence, +. 

between Coiutelpro and law enforcement proceedings. 

The llawkes court explained, and this Court agrees, that 

"law enforcement is_the process by which ’a Society secures 

“Eowpliance with its duly adopted rules. Fnforcanent is adversely 

affected only when information is made available which allows 

persons simultaneously to violate the law and to avoid detection." 

467 F.2d at 787. (fmphasis in original). 

Plaintiffs request is restricted to directives of the 

scope. ‘The information sought does not relate to detailed 

investigatory activities of the FBI, the public disclosure of 

which, assuming law enforcement proceedings were contemplated, 

would afford a potential criwinal the opportunity to "violate 

law and to avoid detection." 

The Court concludes that the government has not carried 

its statutory burden of establishing that the information is 

covered by the seventh exemption. . 

Accordingly, it is this 25th day of September, 1973, 

ORDERED that defendant's Motion fo bismiss Or In The 

Alternative For Summary Judgment be and is hereby denied, and itig 

. eft a  
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FURTHER ORDERED that plainciff' 

Judgment be and is hereby granted, 

Counse dL for the plaincif 

appropriate order within three d 

‘Copies te: 

Ronald L. Plesser, Esquire 
2000 P Street, N. W. 
Suite 515 
Washington, D. C. 20036 

_ Michael A. Katz, Esquire 
* Assistant United States Attorney 
United States District Court 
Washington, D. C. 20001 

a, og Pa 
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8 Motion For Summary 

fois directed to presenti. an 

ays, 

7 A —: ) . , fe, > JO xP SL é AEC ALL ole oD 15 et 
Barringtgjt D. Parker 

United States District Judge 
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